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ABSTRACT. To study the dynamic properties
of the new generation of airplanes, helicopters, un-
manned aerial vehicles, rocket and artillery weapons
and ammunition at test sites (polygons) use mobile
laser optical-electronic stations of the trajectory of
measurement (LOETMS). Each LOETMS provides
the detection of test air objects in the visible and
infrared spectral ranges, their high-precision tracking,
measurement and delivery of the parameters of the
coordinates of the movement of air objects in real
time. In order to eliminate systematic and suppress
random errors of trajectory measurements, LOETMSs
are integrated into a unified polygon information-
measuring system (UPIMS). Since the cost of each
LOETMS is high enough, when constructing the
UPIMS, the problem arises of choosing the minimum
number of LOETMSs and their location along the
test tracks of the polygon so that the dispersion of
estimates of the parameters of the coordinates of
the movement of air objects is minimal or at least
less than or equal to a given threshold. The report
provides a mathematical formulation and solution of
the two-criterion problem of optimal placement of
LOETMS on the territory of the polygon. The main
attention is paid to the mathematical formulation and
the method of solving the problem of metrological
certification of the UPIMS for a fixed number and
location of LOETMSs along the test tracks of the
polygon. It is shown that the solution of the UPIMS
metrological certification problem is reduced to lin-
earizing the non-linear function of random arguments
(model of the trajectory of air objects) and calculating
the dispersions of dependent variables (parameters
of motion coordinates) from known dispersions of
independent variables. The results of solving the
problems of optimal placement of LOETMSs on the
territory of the polygon and metrological certification

of UPIMS are given. The studies are relevant not only
for field testing of aircraft, but also of scientific and
practical interest in the construction of monitoring
systems for airspace in the visible and infrared spectral
ranges and the study of the trajectories of objects of
artificial and natural origin in the Earth’s atmosphere.

АНОТАЦIЯ. Для дослiдження динамiчних
властивостей нового поколiння лiтакiв, вертольотiв,
безпiлотних лiтальних апаратiв, ракетного та
артилерiйського озброєння i боєприпасiв на
полiгонах використовують мобiльнi лазернi
оптико-електроннi станцiї траєкторiї вимiрювання
(ЛОЕСТВ). Кожна ЛОЕСТВ забезпечує виявлення
випробовуваних повiтряних об’єктiв у видимому i
iнфрачервоному дiапазонах спектру, їх високоточне
супровiд, вимiр i видачу параметрiв координат
руху повiтряних об’єктiв в режимi реального
часу. Для усунення систематичних i придушення
випадкових помилок траєкторних вимiрювань
ЛОЕСТВ iнтегруються в єдину iнформацiйно-
вимiрювальну систему полiгону (ЕIВСП). Так
як вартiсть кожної ЛОЕСТВ досить висока, то
при побудовi ЕIВСП виникає проблема вибору
мiнiмальної кiлькостi ЛОЕСТВ i їх розташування
уздовж випробувальних трас полiгону таким
чином, щоб дисперсiя оцiнок параметрiв координат
руху повiтряних об’єктiв була мiнiмальною або,
принаймнi, менше або рiвною заданому порогу.
У доповiдi наводиться математична постановка i
рiшення двухкритерiальної задачи оптимального
розмiщення ЛОЕСТВ на територiї полiгону.
Основна увага придiлена математичнiй постановцi
i методу рiшення задачi метрологiчної атестацiї
ЕIВСП для фiксованої кiлькостi та розташування
ЛОЕСТВ уздовж випробувальних трас полiгону.
Показано, що рiшення задачi метрологiчної
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атестацiї ЕIВСП зводиться до лiнеаризацiї
нелiнiйної функцiї випадкових аргументiв (моделi
траєкторiї руху повiтряних об’єктiв) i розрахунку
дисперсiй залежних змiнних (параметрiв координат
руху) вiд вiдомих дисперсiй незалежних змiнних.
Наводяться результати вирiшення завдань
оптимального розмiщення ЛОЕСТВ на територiї
полiгону та метрологiчної атестацiї ЕIВСП.
Проведенi дослiдження актуальнi не тiльки для
полiгонних випробувань лiтальних апаратiв, а й
представляють науковий i практичний iнтерес, при
побудовi систем монiторингу повiтряного простору
в видимому i iнфрачервоному дiапазонах спектру i
дослiдження траєкторiй руху об’єктiв штучного i
природного походження в атмосферi Землi.
Key words: trajectory measurements, information-
measuring system, laser optoelectronic stations,
optimal placement, mathematical model of coverage.

1. Introduction

Increasing the efficiency of use of modern weapons
leads to the need to expand the dynamic and functional
characteristics of aircraft (aircraft), cruise and anti-
aircraft guided missiles, models of artillery equipment.
Under these conditions, the problem of the study of the
dynamic characteristics of LA, testing and evaluation
of their extreme (maximum permissible) characteris-
tics becomes extremely relevant (Dodonov & Putiatin,
2017).

The mobile laser optical-electronic stations of the
trajectory of measurement (LOETMS) developed at
KHNURE (Semenets et al., 2018) can be used for
various flight experiments, certification of aircraft and
rocket-artillery systems, providing trajectory informa-
tion and video information to control the characteris-
tics of various aircraft with coordinate measurement,
observation and recording of video information and
subsequent detailed analysis of the dynamic and func-
tional characteristics of the investigated aircraft.

Each LOETMS in its area of responsibility is pro-
grammed to track a target in a predicted path seg-
ment. The programming process is automated and
runs simultaneously for all LOESTI. To synchronize
and adjust the delivery of goals for each LOETMS,
the technology of wireless sensor information and com-
munication network is used in the process of aircraft
maintenance. Each LOETMS in the process of track-
ing an aircraft transmits its current coordinates via a
communication channel to LOETMS, which is in the
waiting queue. Based on these data, the coordinates of
the expected capture point and the flight path of the
aircraft are adjusted relative to the predicted.

The article presents a mathematical formulation and
a method for solving the problem of optimal placement
of LOETMS along the most probable flight paths of an

aircraft over the territory of the the test site. Before
conducting flight tests, this problem must be solved,
and the relative position of LOETMS on the territory
of the test site is known. To determine the coordinates
of each LOETMS, we use dual-frequency GPS receivers
mounted on the vertical axis of the LOETMS support-
ing and turning arrangement. The results of measur-
ing the coordinates of each LOETMS and their errors
are entered into the LOETMS database and are peri-
odically updated in accordance with the regulations.
Thus, UPIMS is a set of spatially distributed, inter-
connected wireless sensor information and communica-
tion networks LOETMS and other auxiliary technical
means for receiving video and measuring information,
its transformation, processing in order to present data
on the trajectory parameters of the observed aircraft
in the required form.

Significant spatial distribution of LOETMS on the
test site, the need to take into account the errors of
binding coordinates of each LOETMS to the topobase
using the global navigation satellite positioning system
(GPS), the errors of leveling the LOETMS platforms,
alignment errors (linking each local spherical coor-
dinate system of LOESTI to the global geocentric
coordinate system), individual metrological character-
istics of each LOETMS, identifying and eliminating
systematic errors and suppressing random errors of
general measurements by several LOETMS, led to
the fact that the problem of metrological certifica-
tion UPIMS aircraft is extremely complex and relevant.

2. The structure and purpose of the complex

Supporting and turning arrangement on which are
installed:

• visible range camera;

• thermal camera with teleobjective lens;

• laser ranging equipment;

• GPS receiver for geodetic reference;

• Horison laser level for positioning supporting and
turning arrangement;

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show views of the turning ar-
rangement (Semenets et al., 2018).

The purpose of the system. Designed to solve a wide
range of tasks of monitoring airspace in the optical and
infrared ranges:

• detect all moving objects;

• automatic recognition of the type of aircraft;

• selection (automatic / manual) of a specific object;
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Figure 1: Front view of the turning arrangement

Figure 2: Back view of the turning arrangement

• its precision tracking;

• automatic calculation of coordinate parameters
(coordinates, velocity projections) of each moving
object in the local (spherical) and global (Green-
wich) coordinate systems.

3. Task and goals of work

The problem can be formulated as follows: it is nec-
essary to completely cover a certain rectangular area,
called the coverage area, with some objects, called
nodes of the wireless sensor network, so that the ob-
served point of the object is detected by three nodes
at the same time, while technological restrictions are
observed.

One of the technological limitations may be restric-
tions on the minimum and maximum allowable dis-
tances between the centers of the nodes of the wireless
sensor network and the border of the coverage area, as
well as between the centers of the "neighboring" nodes
of the wireless sensor network (Antoshkin et al., 2001).

The aim of the work is to develop a mathematical
model and optimize the placement of nodes of the wire-
less sensor network in the rectangular region of a uni-
fied polygon information-measuring system.

The object of study is the process of mathemat-
ical modeling and optimization of the placement of

nodes of a wireless sensor network in a unified poly-
gon information-measuring system.

The subject of the study is optimization methods
for covering a rectangular area with LOETMS control
zones.

4. Domain description

There is a need to create control and management
systems in which the objective function is defined not
only as a direct assessment of the characteristics and
conditions of the object, but also with the help of some
additional (for example, signal) information. A physi-
cal model linking the characteristics of the object and
additional information should be constructed in such
a way that it is possible to track and diagnose the pa-
rameters of the object.

In this case, each controlled point in the region
should be in the coverage area of at least one receiver
(sensor). The area that the sensor controls is shown
as a circle. Then, the qualities of an adequate model
of control and monitoring systems can be consid-
ered the circular coverage (circles) of the region R2

with additional restrictions arising from the physical
characteristics of the equipment used (Antoshkin &
Pankratov, 2016).

5. Solving the problem of regular coverage of
a rectangular area

In (Fejes Toth, 1972), the coverage criterion is de-
fined as follows: for the Ω set, which should be a circu-
lar cover for the Υ set, it is necessary and sufficient that
any intersection point of the circles belong to at least
three circles, and each intersection point of the circle
and the boundary of the region belong to at least two
circles, as shown in Fig. 3.

As part of this task, we assume that the area of
a unified polygon information-measuring system is a
rectangle.

It is known (Fejes Toth, 1972) that the optimal cov-
erage of a plane with circles is achieved using the so-
called regular or lattice coverage. Therefore, we use
regular coverage to cover the rectangle with circles.

The set-theoretic model of the problem of covering a
rectangle P with the number n of circles is as follows:

P ⊂
n⋃
i=1

Ci (1)

That is, each point of the region T0 belongs to at
least one of the circles C1, C2, ... Cn. The mathe-
matical model of the task in the absence of additional
restrictions can be represented as:
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Figure 3: Coverage criteria

max
tεT0

min
iεIn

ρ(tit) ≤ R, (2)

where rho(tit) - distance between points; ti and t t =
(tx, ty) ∈ Ω; t = (xi, yi) - center of i-th circle; Im =
{1, 2, ...m} , R-radius of circles.

The set of vectors:

r = na1 +ma2, n,m ∈ Z, (3)

where a1 = (a1x, a1y), a2 = (a2x, a2y) - linearly inde-
pendent, is called a lattice with basis a1, a2 and is de-
noted L = Lambda(a1, a2); Z - the set of integers,
Lambda - the operator that maps the set of pairs of
vectors to the set of families of the form (3).

Covering
{
τy
}
, i, jεZ with planes in circles τu =

τ(ia1 + ja2) = τ(0, 0) + ia1 + ja2, i, jεZ is called a
single (lattice-frequent) covering of the circle τ(0, 0)
which is performed along the basis (a1, a2) of the lattice
L = (a1, a2) where τ(0, 0) circle τ centered at (0, 0).

The solution method is to generate (with a given
step) a set of basis vectors that guarantee the existence
of a accomplished covering by the constructed bases,
and choose the best of the constructed lattice coverings.

Now we turn to the problem of the correct sectional-
regular coating of the rectangle using circles. The so-
lution to this problem is reduced to the solution of two
problems of covering a rectangle with vertically and
horizontally located sections of a rectangular shape.
Since the tasks in the statement coincide, in what fol-
lows we restrict ourselves to considering the first of
them.

The objective function of this problem has the same
properties as the objective function of the problem of
regular covering of a rectangle, with the exception of
periodicity. In addition, the dependence of the result

on the parameters is complex and difficult to formalize.
This leads to the need to use approximate methods for
solving the problem. For example, the application of
the method of applying a grid to the region of possible
solutions allows us to solve the problem of sectional-
regular coating in two stages (Pankratov et al., 2002):

• solving a number of problems of uniform regular
cutting of sections A×hk by the method described
above;

• item selects the optimal combination of sections.

First, it is worth solving a number of inverse problems
of regular coverage. Namely, for a given number of
detection zones, it is necessary to determine the max-
imum possible section size, it is covered by a given
number of detection zones. It should be noted that
when solving the problem of regularly covering the en-
tire rectangle with this method, all these solutions can
be obtained as intermediate results.

We now turn to solving the problem of choosing the
optimal set of sections. In its statement, this problem
is similar to the well-known one-dimensional knapsack
problem (Korbut & Filkenshtein, 1969) if we interpret
the number of circles k located in the section as the
weight of the element, and the value hk as the length
of the element. However, the function of the goal in
this case is unconventional, namely: it is necessary to
find a set of elements of minimum weight, providing
overflows or at least full filling of the knapsack.

An interesting feature of the proposed method for
constructing section-regular coatings is that it can be
naturally generalized to the case of dividing a rectangu-
lar region into sections that are regularly covered with
circles of different radii.

In Fig. 4 and 5 show the results of separation of
sections of regular and regular coverage of section A
using circles of radius 5700, respectively. Although
both coatings are formed by 31 circles, regular sectional
coating is preferable as it is more technologically ad-
vanced.

Figure 4: Regular coverage
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Figure 5: Sectional-regular coverage

In accordance with theoretical considerations, as
the number of circles increases, a method of sectional-
regular coverage gives less and less advantage than a
method of regular coverage. For the entire plane, the
use of sectional-regular coverage will lose its meaning.
However, for the vast majority of practical tasks, the
use of sectional-regular coverage gives a significant
effect.The coverage criterion is considered equal to the
total area of the covering circles.

Conclusions

Since the study solves the problem of the optimal
placement of LOETMS along the most probable flight
paths of an aircraft over the training ground, an impor-
tant class of problems is created for creating circular
coatings covering a rectangular area.

A mathematical model and optimization of the loca-
tion of the nodes of the wireless sensor network in the
rectangular region of a unified polygon information-
measuring system is proposed.

Using methods of regular and sectional-regular cov-
erage, the stated problem of the need for a certain
rectangular area, called the coverage area, can be com-
pletely covered by some objects, which are called nodes
of the wireless sensor network, so that the observed
point of the object is detected simultaneously by three
nodes, each time subject to technological limitations.

Coverage criteria highlighted: in order for one mul-
titude to be a circular cover of another multitude, it
is necessary and sufficient that any intersection point
of the circles belong to at least three circles, and each
intersection point of the circle and the boundary of the
region belong to at least two circles.

Thus, using these methods and meeting the criteria,
the task is completed - the observed point of the object
is detected simultaneously by three points.

For the vast majority of practical applications, the
method of sectional-regular coatings has an advantage
over the method of regular coatings.
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